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This Management Report of ProCredit Bank JSC (Management Report) hereinafter referred to as the
“Report” has been prepared in accordance with Articles 40, 40 of the Law of Ukraine “On the Securities
and Stock Market”, Article 12 of the Law of Ukraine “On Financial Services and State Regulation of
Financial Services Market”, the Law of Ukraine “On Accounting”, Resolution for Preparing and
Publishing Financial Statements by Ukrainian Banks approved by Resolution of the NBU Board No. 373
dated 24.10.2011, and International Financial Reporting Standards in effect as of the reporting date.
The purpose of the Report is to furnish users of the financial statements with comprehensive information
so that the operating results of the bank in 2018 and actions of the bank’s senior executives in
accordance with the strategic plans can be assessed. The Report supplements the financial statements
of ProCredit Bank JSC (hereinafter also the “Bank”) for 2018 with the information describing the financial
situation, operating results and prospects of the bank’s development, main risks and uncertainties, and
contains analysis of the economic, environmental and social aspects of the bank’s activity.

1. Description of the Bank’s Activity
ProCredit Bank is a development-oriented commercial bank. ProCredit Bank began operating in
Ukraine in February 2001 as a bank that specializes in providing financing to micro, small and mediumsized Ukrainian enterprises. Until autumn 2003, the bank operated under the name “Microfinance
Bank”. The change to the current name took place on the basis of the founding shareholders’ decision
to unite the banks established by them worldwide, all of which focus on lending to small businesses,
under a single name.
In 2004 ProCredit Bank decided to broaden its range of services for both entrepreneurs and private
households.
The purpose of the Bank’s activity is to provide a full range of commercial bank and corporate financial
services with the focus on financial services provided to small and medium economic operators in order
to gain profit and promote social and economic development of Ukraine.
The following principles guide the operations of the ProCredit institutions:
 Transparency and culture of open communication to our clients, general public and to our
employees;
 Social responsibility and tolerance - We do not promote consumer lending, we seek to
mitigate our environmental impact, and also provide services based on understanding each
customer’s situation and deep financial analysis;
 High professional standards and personal integrity and commitment – Our employees
take personal responsibility for the quality of their work and always strive to grow as
professionals. Regular refresher training sessions help to ensure that employees remain
committed to our high ethical standards and allow existing staff to analyse recent case studies
and discuss any topics, which are used in their daily work.
In our activity with business customers, we are focused on small and medium enterprises as we are
sure that these enterprises create jobs and make a vital contribution into the economies where they
operate. By offering simple and accessible savings vehicles and other bank services, we seek to
promote the culture of savings and financial responsibility. As a part of international ProCredit Group,
the Bank adheres to the Group’s strategy and applies the principles and standards introduced at the
Group level.
The Bank is guided by its own Corporate Governance Code with its latest version approved by the
general meeting of shareholders on 30 September 2016. The effective Corporate Governance Code is
published on the Bank’s website and is available to the public at
https://www.procreditbank.com.ua/assets/Uploads/corporate-documents/corporate-governance-codeukr.pdf. Other corporate governance codes, including those of stock exchanges or associations of legal
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entities, are not applied by the Bank. In its activity, the Bank observes Corporate Governance Code
since its introduction.

Fitch Ratings has awarded the bank the highest rating available in Ukraine.
The Bank is operating under a banking licence and a general licence to carry out foreign currency
transactions No.195 issued by the National Bank of Ukraine (the “NBU”) on 13 October 2011. ProCredit
Bank is a member of the Deposit Guarantee Fund (Certificate №131 issued on 8 November 2012).

2. Information on Senior Executives and Units of the Bank, Relations with
Shareholders and Related Parties of the Bank
As defined in the article 42 of the Law of Ukraine “On the Banks and Banking Activity”, the Bank’s senior
executives are members of the Supervisory Board, the Management Board, the chief accountant and
his/her deputies.
There were five members of the Bank’s Supervisory Board in 2018; the changes therein during the
reporting year are stated below:
Full name

Position

Start of the
office

Latest reelection date

Status of the
Board’s member

Claus-Peter Zeitinger

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board

21.01.2015

26.12.2018

Shareholder's
representative

14.04.2015

26.12.2018

30.11.2015

26.12.2018

18.11.2014

Left the Board
on 26.12.2018

05.09.2017

26.12.2018

26.12.2018

26.12.2018

Wolfgang
Bertelsmeier

Member of the
Supervisory Board
Member of the
Supervisory Board
Member of the
Supervisory Board
Member of the
Supervisory Board

Klaus Ekkehard
Glaubitt

Member of the
Supervisory Board

Boryslav Kostadinov
Rainer
Ottenstein

Peter

Christian Kraemer

Shareholder's
representative
Independent
Director
Shareholder's
representative
Independent
Director
Independent
Director

With account of the structure and number of members of the Supervisory Board as well as the nature
of the Bank’s activity, permanent committees were not established, and the functions of such
committees, namely the risk management committee, the audit and remuneration committee, were
performed by the Bank’s Supervisory Board in full.
The members of the Bank’s Management Board did not change in 2018 and are three people as of the
reporting date:
General Manager – Viktor Ponomarenko,
Deputy General Manager – Oleksandr Povshednyi,
Member of the Management Board, Chief Accountant – Valerii Smolinskyi.
There is not deputy chief accountant in the Bank.
The Bank’s organisational structure includes the following units: administrative unit, back office,
Accounting unit, IT department, Credit risk department, Credit risk analysis unit, Loan portfolio quality
unit, Collateral evaluation unit, HR department, Internal audit unit, Reporting and financial controlling
inot, Information security unit, Customer support unit, compliance unit, International settlement and
currency control unit, Risk management unit, Business support unit, Card business support unit,
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Financial monitoring unit, Environmental management unit, Treasury, Business customer development
department, Private clients development department, and legal unit.
Bank Officials Appointment and Dismissal Procedure
As defined in Article 1 of the Law of Ukraine “On the Securities and Stock Market”, the Bank’s officials
as of 31.12.2018 include: Chairman and members of the Supervisory Board and Chairman and
members of the Management Board. The articles of association do not envisage any other bodies in
the Issuer’s management structure. Procedure for electing members of the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board is laid in Articles 10-11 of the Bank’s articles of association.
Thus, in particular, members of the Supervisory Board are elected by the general meeting of the Bank’s
shareholders out of the individuals with full legal capacity, for the period of maximum three years.
Members of the Bank’s Supervisory Board may be the individuals who are shareholders, or their
proxies; also, three independent members of the Board are elected. The Supervisory Board is elected
by cumulative voting. The Chairman of the Supervisory Board is elected by the general meeting out of
the elected members by simple majority of votes of the shareholders registered for participation in the
general meeting. Decision-making on terminating the powers of the Chairman and members of the
Supervisory Board is also within the exclusive competence of the general meeting of shareholders
unless otherwise prescribed by the laws of Ukraine. The powers of a member of the Supervisory Board
elected by cumulative voting may be terminated early by the decision of the general meeting only
provided that the powers of all members of the Supervisory Board are concurrently terminated. In this
case, the decision on terminating the powers of the members of the Supervisory Board is taken by the
general meeting by simple majority of votes of the shareholders registered for participation in the
meeting and holding the shares voting on the respective issue. The powers of the Board’s members
are terminated without the decision of the general meeting of the Bank as prescribed by Article 57 of
the Law of Ukraine “On Joint-Stock Companies”. The members of the Supervisory Board are not
employed by the Bank.
The Chairman and the members of the Management Board are appointed to and removed from the
office by the Bank’s Supervisory Board. The Management Board is appointed by the Supervisory Board
and includes at least three members for the period of three years. The Management Board is composed
of the Chairman of the Management Board as well as the First Deputy Chairman of the Management
Board, Deputy Chairman of the Management Board and other persons as resolved by the Supervisory
Board.
Description of the Powers of the Issuer’s Officials
Powers of the Chairman and Members of the Bank’s Supervisory Board
The extended list of the issues pertaining to the exclusive competence of the Supervisory Board is
stated in Article 11 of the Bank’s articles of association, including the following main powers of the
Supervisory Board:








Approval of the Bank’s development strategy aligned with the main activities outlined by the
general meeting;
Approval of the Bank’s budget and Bank’s development business plan;
Determining and approval of the risk management strategy and policy, the risk management
procedure, as well as the list of risks, their limits;
Providing for operation of the internal control system of the Bank and monitoring its efficiency;
the Bank’s credit policy-making;
Approval of the regulations (policies) governing the issues related to the Bank’s activity within
the competence established by the Laws of Ukraine, these Articles of Association and Bank’s
by-laws;
Appointment and dismissal of the Chairman and members of the Management Board; control
over activity of the Management Board as prescribed by the Supervisory Board;
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Establishing the procedure and plans for operation of the internal audit service and monitoring
its activities;
Decision-making on approval for a major transaction if the market value of property or services
being the subject matter of such transaction is 10 to 25% of the value of assets according to
the latest annual financial statements of the Bank;
Decision-making on transactions for the amount equal to or exceeding 10% of the Bank’s
equity, save for interbank transactions and stock market transactions, by approving the material
terms and conditions of such transactions;
Decision-making on transactions as to which there are or may be conflicts between the personal
interests of the Chairman and Members of the Supervisory Board and their official duties, which
may affect good-faith performing of their duties, objectivity and impartiality in decision-making
(conflict of interest), or on refusal of such transactions;
Approval of the procedure for transactions with the Bank’s related parties;
Prevention of and settlement of corporate conflicts, approval and monitoring over
implementation of the fundamentals of corporate governance and corporate values, including
the code of conduct, in the Bank.

When performing their functions, members of the Supervisory Board may attend the meetings of the
Bank’s Management Board, receive complete, authentic and timely information about the Bank that is
essential to perfom their functions; read the Bank’s documents and receive copies thereof as well as
copies of the documents of the Bank’s subsidiaries; demand an extraordinary meeting of the
Supervisory Board; submit their written comments on the resolutions of the Management Board; receive
fair remuneration and compensation for performing functions of a member of the Supervisory Board,
and exercise other rights provided for by the laws of Ukraine and the Bank’s by-laws.
The Chairman of the Supervisory Board organises and administers operation of the Supervisory Board,
convenes ordinary and extraordinary meetings of the Supervisory Board and chairs them, approves the
agenda of the meetings, ensures the minutes of the Supervisory Board’s meetings; ensures regular
contact with other bodies (if any) and officials of the Bank; coordinates activity and communication
between members of the Supervisory Board and between other bodies and officials of the Bank;
prepares reports and communicates them to the general meeting on the Supervisory Board’s activity,
the general standing of the Bank and actions taken by the Supervisory Board to reach the objectives
and purpose of the Bank; and performs other powers under the Bank’s by-laws and laws of Ukraine.
Powers of the Chairman and Members of the Bank’s Management Board
The Management Board of the Bank is headed by the Chairman who organises and manages the work
of the Management Board and may represent the Bank with full authority. The Chairman of the
Management Board convenes meetings of the Management Board and ensures keeping of their
minutes. In case the Chairman of the Management Board is temporarily absent and cannot perform
his/her powers, all his/her powers, rights and duties in the full scope envisaged by the Issuer’s articles
of association and laws of Ukraine shall be performed by the Deputy Chairman of the Management
Board or another member of the Management Board appointed by the Chairman of the Management
Board as an acting Chairman of the Management Board.
The Bank’s Management Board is authorised to take the following actions and be liable for them within
the limits set by the articles of association, resolutions of the general meeting, Supervisory Board and
Bank’s by-laws:
 To organise annual and extraordinary general meetings;
 To prepare regular reports on the Bank's performance, revealed violations of the law, Bank’s
by-laws, and any deterioration in the financial standing of the Bank or threat of such
deterioration, the level of risks arising in the course of the Bank’s operation, and to submit such
reports to the Supervisory Board for consideration;
 To ensure preparation of the Bank’s draft budget, development strategy and business plan to
be approved by the Supervisory Board;
 To implement the Bank’s development strategy and business plan;
 To set the format and the procedure for monitoring the Bank's activities;
 To implement the risk management strategy and policy approved by the Supervisory Board, to
ensure implementation of procedures for identification, assessment, control and monitoring of
risks;
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To prepare special reports requested by the Supervisory Board, to participate in the meetings
of the Supervisory Board upon invitation of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board;
To establish the rules, terms and conditions, and procedure for the financial and economic
activity of the Bank, bank transactions, lending and settlement, cash and other bank services
for the Bank’s customers, to approve the Bank’s by-laws, including accounting policy,
procedures, standards, regulations, standard contracts, save for those pertaining to the
Supervisory Board’s competence;
To shape the organisational structure of the Bank established by the Supervisory Board;
To develop regulations for the Bank’s structural and standalone units in accordance with the
Bank’s development strategy;
To ensure security of information systems of the Bank and systems used for safekeeping of
assets of customers;
To approve internal financial monitoring rules, financial monitoring programme and other antimoney laundering documents submitted by the designated officer of the Bank;
To take decisions on the Bank’s participation in non-profit associations, including professional
associations, institutions, organisations, bank units and associations;
To settle all other issues related to the Bank’s activity, save for those pertaining to the exclusive
competence of the General Meeting and the Supervisory Board.

The Chairman and members of the Management Board may receive complete, authentic and timely
information on the Bank necessary to perform their functions; settle operational management issues of
the Bank pertaining to their power and functions independently or as members of the Management
Board; submit proposals, participate in discussion and vote for issues on the agenda at the meetings
of the Management Board; demand to convene meetings of the Management Board; submit written
comments on resolutions of the Management Board; demand extraordinary meetings of the Supervisory
Board; receive fair remuneration for performing functions of a member of the Management Board in the
amount established by the Bank’s Supervisory Board.
Information on the Bank’s standalone units can be found in the report’s section “Staff and Network”.
No facts of violation of the by-laws by the members of the Supervisory Board and the Management
Board that resulted in damage inflicted on the Bank or financial service consumers were detected during
the reporting period.
The amount of remuneration paid to the members of the Bank’s Supervisory Board, being independent
directors is provided for by the terms and conditions of contracts with such members and was paid in
the fixed amount equivalent to EUR 500 per day of participation in the meetings of the Supervisory
Board. Remuneration to the Bank’s managers is disclosed in Note 51 of the annual financial statements
of the Bank. .
In 2018, the members of the Bank’s Management Board were imposed two penalties by the Deposit
Guarantee Fund in the form of written warnings in connection with untimely notification of the changes
in the Bank’s name and errors in the reports submitted to the Fund based on the report on the Bank’s
audit. The members of the Supervisory Board were imposed no penalties by the government authorities
during the reporting period.

The Bank’s shareholders are major international financial organizations and companies. The ownership
structure of the Bank did not change in 2018 and includes two shareholders:
1. ProCredit Holding AG & Co.KGaA, Germany, the parent company for the entire group
controlling most shares in all the ProCredit institutions all over the world. The direct share in
the Bank’s capital is 89.3226 %; there is no indirect share. The main functions of ProCredit
Holding with regard to its subsidiaries include: To provide authorised capital and debt financing,
to carry out strategic management and control. The holding establishes general guidelines and
standards for the key banking areas. ProCredit Holding is responsible for proper operation of
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organisational structures and processes in all ProCredit institutions and their conformity to the
guidelines as well as for application of relevant standards for risk management and anti-money
laundering, fighter against forgery and financing of terrorism.
ProCredit Holding is involved in appointment of senior executives and staff training and plays
a key role in development of training plans for the ProCredit Academy in Fürth, Germany, and
regional academies. It also promotes the fastest dissemination of the best practices and
approaches by holding regular seminars and workshops for medium and senior executives of
the ProCredit banks.
2. KfW, the German state-owned development bank, Germany, with the aggregate share (both
direct and indirect) in the Bank's capital of 22.4680 %. KfW Development Bank finances
implementation of investment projects and provision of related consulting services in the
developing countries and emerging market countries on behalf of the Federal Government of
Germany. Its purpose is to develop and expand the social and economic infrastructure of
relevant countries, and to improve their financial systems while preserving natural resources
and favourable environment. KfW Development Bank is a leader in supporting responsible and
sustainable micro-financing and has participation interest in financial institutions focused on
small business target group all over the world. KfW Development Bank is a leading German
bank for development and an important part of KfW group. KfW has received maximum AAA
and Aaa ratings from such rating agencies as Moody's, Standard & Poor's and Fitch Ratings.
The Bank’s major shareholders meet the legislative requirements, and there were no changes therein
during the reporting year.
Information about General Meetings of the Bank’s Shareholders and General Description of
Decisions Taken on These Meetings
In 2018, the annual general meeting of the Bank’s shareholders was held, and the extraordinary
meetings of shareholders were convened twice to resolve relevant issues of the Bank. In particular, the
annual meeting of shareholders held on 24.04.2018 considered and approved the annual reports of the
Bank’s governing bodies, report and opinion of the external auditor following the audit of the Bank’s
financial statements in 2017, approved the annual operating results, the annual report of the Bank and
distribution of profit for 2017, re-elected the Supervisory Board of the Bank due to termination of the
powers, and adopted the resolution on increasing the Bank’s authorised capital by way of private
placement of additional ordinary registered shares with the existing face value at the expense of
additional contributions in pursuance of the Bank’s development strategy.
The extraordinary meeting convened on 27.06.2018 approved the change of the type of the joint-stock
company - from public to private - and, therefore, the Bank’s name, and restated the Bank’s articles of
association and by-laws in order to align them with the new legislative requirements within the
established time frames. Moreover, the meeting cancelled the previous resolution on increasing the
Bank’s authorised capital due to failure to implement that due to changes in the laws of Ukraine, and
adopted the resolutions on increasing the Bank’s authorised capital by way of private placement of
additional shares at the expense of additional contributions under the new terms and conditions.
Within the set stages for increasing the Bank’s authorised capital, the extraordinary meeting of
shareholders was held on 26.12.2018 and resolved to approve the amendments to the Bank’s articles
of association following the placement of additional shares in order to increase the authorised capital,
and also re-elected all the members of the Supervisory Board in connection with substitution of one of
the members of the Supervisory Board and re-elected the Chairman of the Supervisory Board for the
new period of office.
There are no restrictions as to the shareholders’ rights to participate and vote at the general meeting of
the Bank’s shareholders.
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The Bank’s shareholders expect sustainable return of investment in the long-term instead of the focus
on the maximum short-term profit. We actively invest into training and development of our staff in order
to create the open and efficient working atmosphere and to ensure friendly and competence service for
our customers. The shareholders’ support, affiliation with ProCredit group as well as control by the
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority of Germany, BaFin, guarantee stability and credibility of
ProCredit Bank.
Bank’s Transactions with Related Parties
The Bank pays considerable attention to the parties related to the Bank, forming the list of them and
monitoring conformity of the staff of such entities in order to control risks under transactions with the
Bank’s related parties, and to control authenticity of reporting on the related parties. The Bank is aware
of the fact that provision of unreasonable benefits to the Bank’s related parties may result in weakened
lending and debt monitoring discipline within such lending commitments and other negative
consequences. The Bank does not grant loans to the related parties set out in the Bank’s approved
Credit Risk Management Policy and does not grant loans to any party for the latter to execute any
obligations to the Bank’s related party; to purchase assets of the Bank’s related party, save for the
products manufactured by this party; to purchase the securities placed or signed by the Bank’s related
party. The Bank does not carry out indirect lending transactions with the Bank’s related parties, including
by depositing funds with another bank for the Bank’s related parties to be credited by that bank.
Detailed information about transactions carried out during the year with the Bank’s related parties in
terms of income and expenses under transactions with the parent company, other shareholders,
economic operators under joint control and key management staff can be found in the Bank’s financial
statements for 2018 (Note 53).

3.

Operating environment

The Bank’s operations are primarily located in Ukraine. The political and economic situation in Ukraine
has been subject to significant turbulence in recent years and demonstrates characteristics of an
emerging market. Consequently, operations in the country involve risks that do not typically exist in
other markets.
Ukraine’s economic situation deteriorated significantly in 2014-2016 as a result of the fall in trade with
the Russian Federation and military tensions in Eastern Ukraine. Although instability continued
throughout 2017-2018, Ukrainian economy continued to show signs of recovery with inflation rate
slowing down, lower depreciation of hryvnia against major foreign currencies, growing international
reserves of the National Bank of Ukraine (the “NBU”) and general revival in business activity.
During 2016-2018, the NBU made certain steps to provide a relief to the currency control restrictions
introduced in crisis years. In February 2019, a new law on currency and currency transactions comes
into force. The new law abolishes a number of restrictions, defines new principles of currency
operations, currency regulation and supervision, and results in significant liberalisation of foreign
currency transactions and capital movements.
The NBU also has tightened its credit risk requirements to require financial institutions to better assess
consumer lending risks..
In 2018, the banking sector was showing high level of profitability first time since 2013.
The government in cooperation with International Monetary Fund continue reforms in fiscal, monetary
policies aiming to restructure and strengthen public sector, working on improvement of banks’ financial
stability and the business climate in Ukraine.
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In 2019 major challenges for Ukraine will be securing the necessary funds to refinance the external and
domestic obligations; overcoming slowdown of business activity related to the elections period and
further revival of business environment after the elections. At the same time, the implementation of the
new IMF program will significantly reduce the risks associated with external debt refinancing.

Considerable Risk Factors Affecting the Bank’s Activity during the Year
Despite the signs of recovery, the economic situation remains uncertain, which is preconditioned by the
impact of both external (such as prices of raw materials, access of developing countries to the financial
markets) and internal (conflict in the East, relations with the Russian Federation, political opposition
escalating in connection with the presidential and parliamentary election scheduled for 2019 etc.)
factors. Thus, the macro-economic risks had considerable impact on the Bank’s activity in 2018.
Despite the profitable activity, the Ukrainian bank sector still has a lot of bad assets (the share of nonperforming loans in the system in 2018 exceeded 50%). At the same time, the market competition
considerably increased in comparison with the previous year and was much higher than in the crisis
years of 2014-2016. The high competition was taken into consideration both when determining the price
for loan products and the Bank’s saving proposals, which influenced the profitability.

Market position and competition
In the current environment, where small and medium-sized businesses need support in financing and
high-quality service we see the possibility to attract robust and long-term clients now, to establish a
strong position for the bank in the market and to contribute to the development of Ukraine’s SME sector.
The growth of our business volumes in 2017 and 2018 supports our assessment of the current
environment and business potential in the foreseeable future. ProCredit aims to be a leading player
among our target client group and in the areas in which we operate. We aim to grow ahead of the
market in lending and savings for small and medium-sized business clients in our target range. We
believe the importance of our presence in the country has only increased over the past few years. Our
competitive strength is built upon the high service quality we can provide our clients, given the particular
skills and attitude of our staff shaped by our ethical approach to banking and by a comprehensive
approach to staff development. In addition, we believe that thanks to thorough management of the
institution, focus on efficiency, professionalism of our staff, and quality of service we provide, along with
support from our shareholders and the group, we are building a stable and profitable financial institution.

4. Bank’s Business Model and Probable Prospects of Subsequent Strategic
Development
Business clients
ProCredit Bank is specialised bank for small and medium-sized enterprises, to which we offer a
comprehensive range of high-quality banking services related to financing, payments and deposits that
are flexibly and individually tailored to the needs of our clients. This target client group reflects our
commitment to actively contribute to economic development. We particularly focus on agriculture, and
promote local manufacturing, green finance and investments in energy efficiency and renewable
energies. The progress in this direction became visible in the past years – steady growth was observed
in the production and agricultural sectors. We aim to work – on a long-term basis – with innovative,
forward-looking firms with the greatest capacity for job creation and sustainable economic development.
The positive growth trend was reached owing to acquisition of new customers in the target economic
sectors. We believe that agriculture plays an important role in our business strategy as this type of
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economic activity is the priority one for Ukraine and requires technological development, which needs
considerably investment.
Our business clients are characterised by their formal or increasingly formalised structures, a
sustainable business model and their need for banking services beyond merely loans. We see
ourselves as the “Hausbank” for our clients and therefore attach importance to building long-term
relationships with them. Our business clients value a bank that works with them as an equal partner to
achieve their corporate goals, which understands the specific issues facing small and medium
businesses, and which delivers state-of-the-art and convenient technology based ways of banking. This
client profile will imply having more current accounts with increasing volumes and regular turnover.
When providing financing to businesses, within the “Hausbank” concept the provides account services
to its customers, which allows increase of client funds (transfer of account turnover to ProCredit Bank
is a requirement for borrowers). Respectively, our strategy implies increase of business clients’ funds
accumulated on current accounts along with growing transaction banking.
The Bank intends to be a lead player in our target customer group and in the spheres where we operate.
We seek to be a leader on the lending and saving market for the small and medium business customers,
offer a full range of transactions, including payment and card transactions which may be carried out via
automated digital channels. We will increase the scope and improve the quality of documentary
transactions, national and international payments, including via Internet banking, for small and medium
enterprises.

Environmental management
The Bank aims to promote sustainable development in all its facets. The Bank aims to ensure that the
economic development it promotes as far as possible does not come at the expense of the environment
and carbon emissions. The Bank takes a comprehensive approach to environmental management (3
pillars of the Bank's Environmental Management System).
The Bank sets strategic objectives on its green loan portfolio growth (pillar 3 of the EMS), since the
overall business strategy encompasses the five year time horizon. The Bank sets operational objectives
on energy and resource consumption (pillar 1 of the EMS), which are stated in the Bank's Annual
Environmental Plan.
An integral part of this effort is to raise environmental awareness among business owners as well as
among our staff. The bank aims to provide its green finance products to business clients to increase
environmental awareness and understanding.
Private clients
With regard to private clients, the Bank focuses on middle-and high-income private individuals that
place a premium on modern, convenient and transparent digital banking services. We target in particular
private individuals associated with our business clients: by working with the owners, employees and
social circle of our business clients.

The Bank relies on a combination of convenience, transparency, profitability and security to attract new
private customers. All four factors benefit from the bank’s strategic focus on digitalization of services.
Our private clients value a reliable, transparent bank that offers straightforward and attractive deposit
and account services accessible at any time through all relevant electronic channels. In recent years,
the bank has embraced a concept of expanding services via digital platforms rather than physical
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branches, with virtually all day-to-day banking transactions already possible online and work
progressing on a new service that will allow clients to open an account online without visiting a branch.
We want to be an innovative player as a reputable direct bank for middle- and high-income private
clients, offering all transaction services and flexible saving opportunities through accessible and secure
electronic channels, and thereby secure a growing volume of deposits to finance our loan portfolio
growth. Our aim is to increase the use of electronic channels for all our clients, especially private
individuals, in order to build our future development on a stable network of modern and efficient 24/7
Zones and professional Contact Centres dedicated to the acquisition of clients and the provision of
advisory services to our customers.
Services and products
ProCredit offers a comprehensive range of services that fulfils the needs of our target business clients
and private clients, covering lending services, transactions and deposit services. We aim to keep our
services simple and straightforward, as we believe that long lists of products and complex descriptions
of services do not serve our clients’ needs. The pricing approach, which is based on a standard monthly
flat fee rather than on a transaction-based price list, is particularly attractive in our markets, as it is
simple to understand and highly predictable, while offering a wide range of services and transactions.
The Bank adheres to its strategy for servicing small and medium enterprises in the long term. At the
same time, the Bank’s senior executives believe that the key direction of its activity in the future will also
include active development of services to private customers within the target group.

5. Operating Results of the Bank
In 2018, our loan portfolio grew by 26%. In 2018, the customers’ funds grew by almost 3%, including
the individuals’ funds increased by 16%. Our main operating indicators confirm sustainability of our
business model, which we aim to maintain in the coming years. Growth of our business volumes in
2018 conforms to our assessment of current terms and conditions and business potential in the nearest
future.
.
Key figures of the Bank for 2018 YE
Balance sheet data

2018

2017
UAH’000

Change

Total Assets

20,996,673

16,884,555

24.4%

Gross Loan Portfolio

16,944,773

13,421,208

26.3%

418,323

529,260

-21.0%

Net Loan Portfolio

16,526,450

12,891,948

28.2%

Customer Deposits

11,945,316

11,642,574

2.6%

6,202,051
5,553,331

6,575,340
4,807,554

-6%
16%

Liabilities to Banks, IFIs and other borrowings

5,677,925

3,168,667

79.2%

Total Equity

2,983,984

2,006,446

48.7%

Loan Loss Provisions

out of which funds of legal entities
out of which funds of private individuals
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Income statement
Operating Income

1,284,069

1,023,466

25.5%

Operating Expenses

464,733

418,733

11.0%

Operating Profit Before Tax

819,336

604,733

35.5%

Net Profit

662,457

487,258

36.0%

Cost/Income Ratio

36.0%

38.0%

Return on Equity

26.5%

29.8%

Capital Ratio

20.1%

15.1%

Regulatory Capital Ratio (H2)

18.4%

14.4%

Key ratios

The structure of the loan portfolio by the types of economic activity represents the strategic area of the
Bank’s activity and focus on agriculture and production:
тис.грн

%

Agriculture and food industry

7,972,409

47

Manufacturing

4,032,875

24

Trade

3,431,985

20

Services

969,936

6

Transport and communication

522,811

3

14,757

0.1

16,944,773

100

31.12.2018

Individuals
Total loans and advances to customers, gross

Building on loan portfolio growth, deposit volume and excellent transaction services from our clients is
an important part of building customer loyalty. Combined with an efficient infrastructure and growing
synergies in our processes, we aim at further strengthening the financial stability of the Bank.

The Bank carries out transactions with derivatives (currency swaps) only in order to manage its own
liquidity. The scope of such transactions and their impact on the Bank’s financial indicators, evaluation
of assets, liabilities, financial standing and income or expenses of the Bank were insignificant in 2018.
During the reporting year, the Bank neither alienated, nor sold and purchased assets in the scope
exceeding the one established by the Bank’s Charter.
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6. Staff and network
In the recent years, we have successfully increased the level of automation of simple transactions and
institutionalised “cashless” Service Points, and have increased the use of electronic channels through
e-Banking and cards. In 2018, the bank has embraced a concept of expanding services via digital
platforms rather than physical branches, with virtually all day-to-day banking transactions already
possible online and work progressing on a new service that will allow clients to open an account online
without visiting a branch.
This has enabled the bank to position itself uniquely in the market as modern, innovative bank, as well
as to capture significant efficiency gains and cost saving.
As at 31 December 2018 the branch network consisted of 9 locations in 5 cities of Ukraine (Kyiv,
Kharkiv, Odesa, Lviv, Dnipro).
Our top priority will be to train staff and continuously increase the qualifications of both existing staff
and newcomers. Knowledge of the English language is a requirement for all the bank business staff
and becomes a requirement for the back office staff of the bank. We continuously invest into staff
training, including English courses, both local and international. The Bank has implemented processes
standard for the Group, such as:
-

-

international onboarding process provided in English at the two regional hubs in Eastern Europe
and in the bank
structured position-specific training provided for new employees after the onboarding process,
such as a 12-month training period for future BCAs.
comprehensive training for our middle managers and high-potential staff through the ProCredit
Banker Academy (one-year course) and the ProCredit Management Academy (three-year
course) provided at our international academy in Germany.
Group-wide Code of Conduct is regularly reviewed and discussed with all employees

The bank will continue to optimise its infrastructure in order to take into account the further
digitalisation of operations with private clients and the optimisation of processes at the head office
level. We aim to achieve high level of operational and financial performance, to improve efficiency and
gain considerable competitive advantage for the bank in the market.

7. Bank’s Capital Structure
As at 31 December 2018 share capital consists of 2,987,105 shares with nominal value of UAH 476.79
per share and total nominal value of UAH 1,424,222 thousand.
All the shares in the Bank’s capital are divided into ordinary and preference shares and serve to confirm
the shareholder’s equity rights with regard to the company. Each ordinary share gives one vote on each
issue at the general meeting of the Bank’s shareholders (save for cumulative voting) and gives the
same aggregate of rights to manage the Bank, receive dividends, receive a part of the Bank’s property
or value thereof upon the Bank’s liquidation, and receive information on the Bank’s business activity.
Preference shares have the voting right only as prescribed by the laws of Ukraine and the Bank’s articles
of association, but they give the priority right to dividends in the amount of UAH 150 as well as to
participate in allocation of assets in case of liquidation.

As at 31 December 2018 all of the Bank’s outstanding shares are the following:.
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Ordinary shares
2018

2017

Preference shares
2018

2017

149,611

149,611

538,102

-

-

2,837,494 2,143,369

149,611

149,611

2,143,369 1,605,267
In issue at 1 January
694,125
Issued during the year
In issue at 31 December – fully paid

In 2018 the Bank issued and placed additional 694,125 ordinary shares with nominal value of UAH
330,952 thousand (2017: 538,102 additional ordinary shares with nominal value of UAH 256,562
thousand). As at the reporting date the Bank approved the new edition of the Charter with new amount
of the capital, and the capital increase procedure is to be finalized with the National Bank of Ukraine
and National Securities and Stock Market Commission.
8. Financial Mechanisms, Liquidity and Cash Flows
The major part of the Bank’s assets is the loan portfolio (79% as of 31.12.2018). The Bank’s lending
activity is mostly financed by raising deposits of individuals and legal entities. The loan portfolio is mostly
composed of short-term and mid-term loans for small and medium business. Most granted loans are
fixed-term annuities with the low default rate. It results in extremely diversified and reliable cash inflows.
When it comes to raising deposits, focus is made on the target group of small and medium enterprises
and private customers within the prescribed target group, with which long-term relations are developed
in order to maintain their loyalty to the Bank even during the crisis. In addition to improvement of the
Bank’s position as a bank for small and medium business and private customers, for which electronic
banking is an advantage, the quantity of current accounts of legal entities and individuals is also
growing: current accounts are generally a source of steady income for the Bank as customers have to
maintain a certain level of funds at their accounts in connection with the operating needs, and also pay
service fees. In 2018, the source of financing of the considerably growth of the Bank’s loan portfolio
was also funds of the international financial organisations. This long-term capital also helps us mitigate
the liquidity and financing risk by diversifying our sources. All these factors aim to restrict possible
concentration of the liquidity risk and guarantee relative simplicity and clearness of the liquidity
management system. Information on the volume of the structure of the funds raised as of 31.12.2018
can be found in the Bank’s financial statements for 2018.
9. Risk Management System
Bank’s General Risk Management. Capital Management
In order to ensure sustainable activity, the Bank shall maintain sufficient level of capital to cover all
possible expected risks attributable to the Bank’s activity. The Bank monitors the level of risks by using
the system of different indicators with each having pre-set target and limit values. The list of the Bank’s
key indicators includes not only regulatory standards set by the National Bank of Ukraine, but also a
wide range of other factors, such as indicators of adequacy of the regulatory capital in accordance with
the international standards (Basel III) and debt-to-equity ratio of level 1 and risk tolerance modelling.
The Bank’s capital management has the following purposes:
 To ensure availability of the capital sufficient to cover (potential) losses resulting from risks
attributable of the Bank’s activity, even in case of emergency;
 To fully comply with the capital requirements established by the National Bank of Ukraine;
 To comply with the internal capital adequacy requirements;
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To ensure the Bank’s ability to implement its plans for continuous asset growth in accordance
with the business strategy.

The Bank’s capital management is governed by the Capital Management Policy and the Internal
Adequacy Assessment Policy. The capital adequacy levels (both regulatory levels and those calculated
in accordance with Basel III), debt-to-equity ratio of level 1 and results of capital adequacy assessment
are considered quarterly at meetings of the Bank’s Risk Management Committee.
The regulatory minimum capital requirements are established and controlled by the National Bank of
Ukraine. Capital adequacy is calculated and regularly submitted as reports to the Bank’s Assets and
Liabilities Management Committee and the Bank’s Risk Management Committee. Such reports include
both actual data and forecast changes, which ensures compliance with the current requirements and
allows that on a continuous basis.
According to the existing capital requirements established by the National Bank of Ukraine, banks shall
maintain regulatory capital adequacy standard (H2) at the level of at least 10%. H2 standard of the
Bank as of 31.12.2018 was 18.37%.
Moreover, capital adequacy is controlled by calculating the capital adequacy standard in accordance
with the recommendations of the Basel Committee (Basel III), on the basis of the Bank’s financial
statements in pursuance of the IFRS.
Individual Risk Management
The Bank’s risk management system is an aggregate of the risk management policies, guidelines and
procedures that determine the procedure to be followed when carrying out a systematic process of
detection, measurement, monitoring, control, reporting and mitigation of all the types of risks attributable
to the Bank’s activity, at all Bank’s organisational levels. The risk management system covers at least
the following types of risks:
1) Credit risk;
2) Liquidity risk;
3) Bankbook interest rate risk;
4) Market risk;
5) Operational risk;
6) Compliance risk.
The Bank is a non-trade organisation and does not have a trade book, does not carry out investment
activity, namely by purchasing corporate securities, does not carry out transactions with commodities,
including precious metals. Therefore, the main risk attributable to the Bank’s activity amongst the
markets risks is the foreign exchange risk.
Credit Risk
Credit risk is defined as the risk that the contracting party carrying out the credit transaction will be
unable to fulfil or will partly fulfil its contractual obligations to the Bank. Credit risk results from customer
lending transactions (classic credit risk), from interbank loans and deposits, and includes the issuer’s
risk. It is divided into a loan default risk and a loan portfolio risk in order to facilitate targeted risk
management. Credit risk is the Bank’s major risk,
Risk of non-fulfilment of credit obligations under customer lending transactions is defined as probable
losses as a result of possible non-fulfilment of the contractual payment obligations by a customer. The
Bank divides the loan portfolio into two following groups: individually significant and individually
insignificant loans. Such division allows introducing the processes that best meet the requirements to
credit risk management in search segment when granting loans to such groups. First and foremost,
these processes have different allocation of duties in loan decision making.
The Bank takes into consideration the entire range of information about a customer when taking
decisions on granting the loan, starting from the audited financial statements and ending with the
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management reports and other unofficial information submitted by the customer. The key criteria for
taking a decision on granting a loan are first and foremost based on data about customer’s financial
standing (borrower’s liquidity, business profitability, other indicators of the customer’s borrowing power)
as well as availability and quality of the collateral to a lesser extent.
As a rule, the collateral requirements are reduced when the borrowed amount is inconsiderable, the life
of the loan is shorter, the quality of the information submitted by a customer is high (audited financial
statements, if any), customer’s long-term positive lending history, vast history of a customer’s
cooperation with the Bank as well as active use of the other bank services by a customer.
The key indicator of the loan portfolio quality is the share of depreciated loans, including both overdue
loans and the loans with the contractual terms and conditions revised for the worse for the Bank due to
the borrower's inability to fulfil its obligations. Overdue loans are loans which were not paid out (capital
or accrued interest) in full by the due date.
The Bank carries out continuous monitoring of quality of the credit exposure. The strategy for early
response to loan repayment issues includes negotiations with a customer in order to determine why the
obligations cannot be fulfilled. Subject to the causes, the Bank takes a decision whether the effective
terms and conditions of the contract may be revised (if there is high probability of dealing with
insolvency), or whether the collateral may be foreclosed on otherwise.
Loan portfolio risk is a risk that an aggregate of borrowers will concurrently fail to fulfil their obligations,
which is generally caused by the negative factors affecting a great number of loans with similar
characteristics. First and foremost, the risk occurs because the loan portfolio contains credit risk
concentrations, i.e. material loan groups having common characteristics and capable of being
concurrently affected by the negative factors. Concentrations may be as follows: geographic, industryrelated, by the product type etc. The main method to reduce loan portfolio risk is diversification of the
loan portfolio.
The Bank’s main activity, i.e. lending to small and medium enterprises, promotes diversification of the
loan portfolio and, therefore, results in mitigation of the risk by geographic location and economic
industries.
The structure of the loan portfolio is regularly analysed in order to detect the events (impact factors)
that may negatively affect the considerable spheres of the loan portfolio (general risk factors); where
necessary, the Bank resolves to restrict lending to certain borrower categories (for instance, by the type
of activity, regional location, type of the lending product etc.).
The detailed Information on the Bank’s credit risk management as of 31.12.2018 can be found in the
Bank’s financial statements for 2018 (Note 46. Customer Credit Risk).
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is a risk where the Bank is unable to fully or timely fulfil its current or future payment
obligations.
The Bank uses its own liquidity management system adapted to the laws and regulations and the
current macro-economic market environment. In particular, the Bank daily monitors the level of highlyliquid assets and current tendencies in development of the deposit base. The Bank has a clear plan for
responding to potential cash outflows, including pricing actions (management of interest rates and
deposit terms), plans for mitigating outflows by reducing (terminating) customer lending and raising
funds from the parent company in case of emergency.
The Bank’s business model is based on lending a great number of small and medium enterprises (which
means high diversification of the loan portfolio). This approach guarantees the permanent source of
liquid resources at the expense of repayment of a part of the loan portfolio, especially with account of
absence of material liquidity concentrations.
On the other hand, the loan portfolio is financed from two main sources: at the expense of customers’
funds and loans of international financial organisations.
The Bank’s Risk Management Committee establishes the Bank’s liquidity management strategy and
limits of the liquidity risk. The Assets and Liabilities Management Committee is the central joint body
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responsible for liquidity management. The Bank’s treasury carries out daily management of the Bank’s
liquidity and is responsible for implementing resolutions of the Assets and Liabilities Management
Committee. Compliance with the strategy, policies and limits is regularly controlled by the Bank’s risk
management department.
The standards applied by the Bank in the sphere of liquidity management are based on regulatory
requirements and clauses of the Bank’s Liquidity Risk Management Policy and the Treasury Policy.
Excess of limits and exceptions to these Policies are approved by the Risk Management Committee of
ProCredit Group.
The Bank’s treasury controls liquidity on a daily basis by using the method that implies analysis of future
cash flows. This method gives a realistic picture of the expected liquidity changes. It includes
assumptions regarding changes in the items of the Bank’s assets and liabilities and helps forecast the
liquidity risk indicators.
The main tool for assessing the liquidity risk is the forecasting analysis of liquidity gaps, which
demonstrates the structure of the contractual due dates for assets and liabilities and determines the
future needs for financing based on a number of assumptions. For different cases to be taken into
consideration, case analysis is used, starting from assessment of future liquidity under normal market
conditions and ending with analysis of the Bank’s liquidity level upon stress scenarios of various
severity.
As expected by the management staff when calculating liquidity risk, cash flows for different financial
assets and liabilities will differ from those set out in relevant contracts. Data on cash flows are adjusted
in case contractual terms are not deemed expedient in terms of liquidity risk management. Adjustments
are made by making certain assumptions that transform contractual terms of highly-liquid assets, cash
inflows and liabilities with certain repayment periods into the terms representing the stress scenario.
These assumptions are defined as a risk scenario and used to represent the liquidity outflow exceeding
ordinary expectations. Therefore, the important indicator for management of the short-term liquidity is
the adequate liquidity ratio, which means the ratio between the highly liquid assets and proceeds for
the following thirty days and liabilities with the maturity of up to thirty days. The Bank’s goal is continuous
adequate liquidity to service all possible liabilities during the following month. From the technical point
of view, it means that the Bank’s assets shall always exceed possible liabilities in accordance with the
above assumptions.
As of 31.12.2018, the Bank complied with all liquidity standards set by the National Bank of Ukraine,
including the LRC indicator.
Detailed Information on the Bank’s liquidity risk management as of 31.12.2018 can be found in the
Bank’s financial statements for 2018 (Note 47. Financial Risks).
Foreign Exchange Risk
Foreign exchange risk is a potential risk for the Bank’s profit and capital arising out of unfavourable
changes in the foreign currency exchange rates. The main tool to manage foreign exchange risk is a
foreign currency position. To avoid negative consequences of currency fluctuations, the Bank maintains
foreign currency positions as close to the closed positions as possible.
Detailed Information on the Bank’s foreign exchange risk management as of 31.12.2018 can be found
in the Bank’s financial statements for 2018 (Note 47. Financial Risks).
Interest Risk
Interest risk arises out of structural differences between repayment deadlines for assets and liabilities
sensitive to changes of the interest rate (for instance, if a loan with the three-year maturity and fixed
interest rate is financed at the expense of the deposit with the three-month maturity, the Bank is exposed
to the risk of reduction of the Bank’s interest margin if the market interest rates grow, since the deposit
will be replaced by another, more expensive deposit in a quarter whereas the lending rate will remain
unchanged).
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The Bank’s approach to assess and manage interest risk is based on the Interest Risk Management
Policy of ProCredit Group and regulations of the National Bank of Ukraine.
In order to restrict the level of interest risk, the Bank implements assets and liabilities management
policy so that the structure of assets and liabilities sensitive to changes of the interest rate can be
coordinated as optimally as possible by the terms and types of their reassessment. This allows the Bank
to be protected from changes in interest rates on the market in any area.
Detailed Information on the Bank’s interest risk management as of 31.12.2018 can be found in the
Bank’s financial statements for 2018 (Note 47. Financial Risks).
Operational Risk
Operational risk is a risk of losses resulting from imperfect or ineffective internal processes, human
factor, faults in operation of IT systems and/or external events. In its activity, the Bank is guided by the
Operational Risk Management Policy. The principles set out therein have been developed for the
purpose of efficient management of the operational risk and meet the requirements of not only the
National Bank of Ukraine, but also the EU laws, the laws of Germany on the Banking System
(Kreditwesengesetz) and Minimum Requirements to Risk Management (MaRisk).
Operational risk management is a balanced system with the following key components: corporate
culture, management structure, risk assessment policies and procedures, novelty risk analysis and
approval, the system of key risk indicators, and maintenance of the data base on occurrence of
operational risks.
The general objectives of the operational risk management approach are:
- To understand the main factors causing operational risks in the Bank;
- To be able to detected the critical issues as soon as possible;
- To avoid losses resulting from operational risks;
- To ensure efficient use of the Bank’s capital.
Compliance Risk
Compliance risk is probability of occurrence of losses/sanctions, additional losses or lack of planned
revenue or loss of reputation due to the failure to comply with requirements of the laws, regulations,
market standards, rules of fair competition, rules of corporate ethics, to the emergence of conflict of
interest, as well as the Bank’s by-laws.
Compliance risk is managed by the separate compliance unit independent of the business units, support
units and risk management units. This unit is subordinated and accountable directly to the Supervisory
Board.
In its activity, the Bank adheres to the zero tolerance policy for non-compliance with the regulations,
and such risk is unacceptable in compliance risk management.

10. Bank’s Internal Audit
The Bank’s risk management processes are regularly checked by the internal audit department ,
which is functioning as the third protection line as the Bank’s independent body subordinated and
accountable to the Bank’s Supervisory Board. Internal audit department checks adequacy of the internal
procedures, efficiency of internal control and corporate management system in the Bank within the
framework of each audit. Internal audit department helps the Bank’s senior executives and Supervisory
Board perform their attributed control functions by carrying out independent and risk-focused audits. In
2018, fifteen audits were performed in accordance with the scheduled approved by the Bank’s
Supervisory Board. No violations with the criticality level exceeding the moderate level were detected
in the course of the audits. Corrective actions to eliminate or mitigate the detected risks approved by
the Bank’s senior executives and process owners are generally taken as scheduled and in full.
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11. Protection of Financial Service Consumer Rights by the Bank
The Bank has implemented mechanisms for handling complaints in order to protect rights of financial
service consumers that is regulated by the Bank’s by-laws on managing the complaint handling process,
and which establish systematic standards for handling requests, including with account of the ProCredit
Group’s policy. Complaint handling is managed on a centralised basis at the Bank’s level and involves
receipt, consideration (investigation and analysis of the causes and consequences of the complaint);
preparation and provision of an exhaustive reply; proper control over any and all stages of consideration
of the complaint; it is carried out on the basis of accessibility, feedback, comprehensive approach, and
objectivity. Conflict of interest, which may arise in the course of consideration of the causes of a
complaint and preparation of reply, is controlled and managed by the compliance officer and head of
the customer support department. The Bank has a separate complaint consideration function in order
to ensure unbiased consideration thereof in accordance with the effective laws by identifying, preventing
and mitigating any potential conflict of interest. According to the Bank’s by-laws in effect during the
reporting year, complaints were considered by the immediate head of the department or the officer of
the Bank whose actions or omission were a subject matter of a complaint, or by the head of the
department whose functional duties include the subject matter of a complaint, or the head office officer
responsible for the Bank’s certain area of activity; in case a complaint is directly received by the parent
company or the National Bank of Ukraine (or another government authority), the officer of the Bank’s
compliance unit is responsible for considering an inquiry (complaint).
In 2018, the Bank received 73 complaints in total, including 22 related to account administration, 11
related to lending issues, 12 related to use of bank cards, and the other ones related to data protection
and Internet banking. All consumers' complaints and requests were duly considered, with feedback
given on all complaints.
Also, in 2018 two claims were filed against ProCredit Bank JSC by the individuals in connection with
protection of consumers’ rights and restitution of the breached rights in connection with the unilateral
change of the interest rate on the deposit; the litigations are still under way as both cases are being
reviewed by the higher courts as prescribed by the law.
12. Information on the Bank’s External Auditor
KPMG Audit JSC , an international company providing services on the Ukrainian market for eighteen
tears (certificate of inclusion into the Register of Audit Firms and Auditors NO. 2397 based on the
resolution of the Chamber of Auditors of Ukraine dated 26.01.2001) was selected to audit the financial
statements for 2019 by the decision of the Bank’s Supervisory Board dated 24.07.2018. KPMG Audit
JSC has been continuously providing auditing services to the Bank for the last four years.
From 1 January 2018 to the reporting date in addition to the audit of the financial statements of ProCredit
Bank JSC drawn up in accordance with the requirements of the International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”) for and as of the year ending on 31 December 2018, the audit company also audited
the Bank’s reporting package drawn up in accordance with ProCredit Group requirements for the year
ending on 31 December 2018; review of the Bank’s reporting package drawn up in accordance with the
ProCredit Group requirements for six months ending on 30 June 2018 and for nine months ending on
30 September 2018; as well as special review procedures as of 31 August 2018 and 30 November
2018 and specific procedures for transition to IFRS 9 within annual financial reporting audit.. Also, this
auditing firm carried out the first stage of the Bank’s sustainability according to the requirements of the
National Bank of Ukraine as of 1 January 2018 and 1 January 2019.
During the entire period when KPMG Audit JSC provided its services to ProCredit Bank JSC, there was
never any conflict of interest and/or concurrent performing of the internal auditor’s functions.
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